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in every
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For all the unique experiences you have
backpacking the world, you can guarantee that
you’ll also come across these timeless clichés.
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TRAVEL

A

fter a tough year scraping
cash together, you’re finally
ready to swan off into the
sunset, armed with nothing
but a heavy pack, a worn
copy of Shantaram and an ambitious
supply of condoms. And no matter what
continent you’ve chosen to Lonely-Planet
your way through, you’ll find a wide
variation of the trademark backpacker
who will add plenty of colour to your
trip. Keep an eye out for these types.
Hint: you won’t have to look very far!

1 The guitarist

Bob Marley, Eric Clapton, The Beatles…
And repeat. Again. If this is your first
travel rodeo, you might find the way this
guy languishes on a sofa plucking those
sweet six strings and inspiring a nightly
common room sing-along kinda cute.
If it isn’t, you’ll just have to control the
overwhelming urge to scream out, “You
might have won me over with a halfdecent rendition of ‘Wildest Dreams’,
but ‘No Woman, No Cry’? Again?! For
the love of God, will you just STOP!”

2 The gag-worthy couple
If the nightly snorers, late-night chatters
and light-switch flickers weren’t enough
to make you pull a pillow over your head,
the canoodling couple ought to get you
there. If money’s tight for them, they’ll
squeeze into a single bed for spooning
and whispering sweet nothings while you
roll your eyes at your fellow dorm mates
(but smile extra hard at the Channing
Tatum doppelgänger in case he needs
help warming his bunk, too).
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3 The box-ticker

Taj Mahal? Seen that. The Great Wall?
Climbed it. Eiffel Tower? You betcha. The
box tickers thrive on bucket-list spots of
well-worn tourist paths. While clocking
up some up serious travel kudos is fun,
if you don’t stop to laugh with the locals
or get lost in the local alleyways, can you
really claim to have travelled… or did
you just add that to your Instagram feed?

4 The smug traveller

Of course, there’s a very fine line between
box-ticking and bragging on and on about
the “sooo authentic” local experiences
you’ve had. Yeah, yeah, shaman-guided
psychedelic hallucinations and mountain
home-stays are all good, but sometimes
a girl just wants to ride a Sex And The City
tour bus and feel like Carrie Bradshaw for
a New York minute. Don’t judge, haters.

5 The trust-funder

For most of us, travelling is all about the
craftiest ways to stretch our dollars to
fund snorkelling at the Galápagos Islands
and cocktails on Mykonos. But then there

are those mega-rich kids who talk of fancy
hotels and espresso martinis, making us
curse our ancestors for not discovering
iron ore early enough. So pull on your
un-scrunchable summer dress for the
77th night in a row, sip bitter house red
and remind yourself that experiences
are the spice of life – not Birkin bags.

6 The tight-arse

On the other end, you’ll find the pennypincher who whines about the over-priced
$1 beers. You’ll spot them in the hostel
kitchen spooning bowls of cold spaghetti
every night instead of trying all the local
cuisines. They’ll also take you up on your
offer to buy the first round, but vanish
before their shout rolls around. You have
our permission to call them on it, or steal
their beer when they’re not looking.

7 The one-upperer

The hostel bar is an invaluable opportunity
for mapping out the next leg of your trip
as you swap stories with others about
transport, accommodation and sights.
But among well-wishers wanting to help,
you’ll come up against a one-upperer
whose main aim seems to be making
you regret places you didn’t go. “You
didn’t go to *insert amazing location*?
It was so good.” Oh, really? Thanks, but
we’re not in the business of taking travel
advice from know-it-all douches…

10 The leech

At first chat, these travellers come across
as super friendly, but it won’t take long
for you to sort through the leeches from
the legends. They’ll become over-familiar
and whichever destination you announce
you’re headed to, they’ll just happen to be
going there too. You’ll try to be nice, but
eventually you’ll find yourself lying about
a sudden emergency that requires you to
get on a plane immediately. With a bit of
luck they’ll take off on the bus before you,
leaving you to your own devices. Phew!

11 The scenester

Cities that never sleep bring with them
a really special breed of backpacker –
the tireless party animal. These nocturnal
types dedicate their whole trip to long
nights in hip nightclubs and will lose full
days to their dorm bed in preparation for
the next night’s shenanigans. We’re all
for greeting a couple of sunrises, but you
gotta have a few daylight experiences
there too. Smart travellers will join them
for a few benders but will also balance
it out with some solid sightseeing.

12 The brash bogan

These guys will have you constantly
denying your Australian heritage as they
annoy almost everybody else around
them. Expect copious amounts of booze,
mouthing off as well as a narrow-minded

Pull on your un-scrunchable
summer dress, sip bitter house
red and remind yourself that
experiences are about the spice
of life – not Birkin bags.
8 The old(er) guy

The travel epiphany doesn’t strike so
early for everyone, and you’ll often find
some older dudes hanging out in hostels.
Sure, some will be a bit creepy, so give
them a wide berth. But the good ones
will shout you rounds and offer colourful
conversations outside of what you’d get
from backpackers your own age.

9 The entourage

Big backpacking gangs are a take-emas-they-come phenomenon. Loud and
brash is their one modus operandi, but
if you’re short on pals while overseas,
all you need to do is befriend one member
for an instant party posse. They’re ideal
wingmen in sketchy cities, allowing you
to jump on their bandwagon for some
safety-in-numbers nightlife sampling.

attitude. It may be possible that they
redeem themselves with a fleeting display
of sensitivity, but you can guarantee that
you’ll wind up disappointed when they
drop their dacks a split-second later for
a cheeky piss. Maaate!

13 The travel bore

These peeps are probably responsible
for the high rates of hostel binge-drinking.
You’ll try to numb the boredom with beer
as your over-enthusiastic new buddy
scrolls through about 10,000 iPad images
squawking, “OMG, did I show you this
photo? You have to see this pic, too…”
Sometimes a bar run will be enough to
get you out of yet another painful, dull
slideshow, but failing that, you’re gonna
have to tell them like it is: “Save ’em for
your mum.” #sorrynotsorry #
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